
 

Scholar Map Introduction & Key  
 
Introduction  
The Scholar Map is a tool designed to move students down the pathway to college and 
career. This tool helps students visualize where they are headed and understand how 
CFES program/practices can ready them for post-secondary opportunities.  
 
CFES Scholar Map Key  
There are many ways to complete the Scholar Map, and each Scholar’s Brilliant 
Pathway to college and career will be unique. The shapes on the Scholar Map correlate 
to the CFES core practices (Mentoring, Essential Skills, and Pathways to College & 
Career). The shapes identify core practice-strategies that help Scholars move down 
their Brilliant Pathway.  
 
 
  

Plan, Options, Possibilities: The circles are pivotal moments on 
a Scholar’s college and career journey. Scholars can begin 
mapping their Brilliant Pathway by starting with “Who I Am” or 
with “Career Possibilities” or at any other point on the map.  

 

 
Mentoring: Use these speech bubbles to help students identify 
ways in which their mentor can support them in moving down 
their college and career pathway.  

 

 
Essential Skills: Use the hexagons to initiate discussions, 
participate in activities, and make ongoing improvements in 
developing the six Essential Skills (Goal Setting, Teamwork, 
Leadership, Agility, Perseverance, and Networking).  

 

Pathways To College and Career: Use the clouds to help 
Scholars identify how college and career pathway knowledge 
can help them move down their Brilliant Pathway. These steps 
can include college research or campus visits, job shadowing 
or internships and many other activities. 
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Tips for School Teams  

● Involve your CFES Program Director. We ask that all CFES Scholars complete 
the Scholar Map annually but this is an activity that Program Directors can 
facilitate and support. School teams, mentors, educators and others who work 
with Scholars on post-secondary planning should be comfortable using the Map 
with Scholars as well.  

● Connect the dots. This tool incorporates every element of the CFES program. 
Look at what Scholars are already doing and tie the Map to activities and/or 
CFES experiences that they have had or will have. For example, you might ask 
Scholars to share a reflection about visiting a college campus, exploring careers 
on the Brilliant Career Lab website, meeting with their mentor, or participating in 
an Essential Skills workshop.  

● Start at the end. When thinking about the future, it’s sometimes easier for 
students to work backwards. Help them identify potential career interests and 
professional goals and then move backwards through the mapping tool. This can 
also be used in conjunction with the Brilliant Career Lab website 
(www.brilliantcareerlab.org) which guides students though a 60-question interest 
assessment to help them identify potential career fields, while also providing 
additional information about job outlook, courses to take, job description, etc.  

● Keep it simple. This tool is meant to help students to be aware of their options 
and to visualize the steps they need to take to pursue college and career 
possibilities. Building college and career pathway knowledge, developing the 
Essential Skills, and interacting with positive role models, will make it easier for 
students to map their futures.  

● Share examples from the sample Scholar Maps provided below. 
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